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Summary 

The theme for this year’s conference was Building and Maintaining the Foundations. The 
Committee of the Five of Nine Club are delighted at how the day progressed. We saw and heard 
from some amazing brethren sharing their ideas and experiences from clubs across the 
development spectrum that in turn has given other brethren an awful lot to go back to their 
respective clubs and discuss. 

BUILDING AND MAINTAINING THE FOUNDATIONS 

 Requires increased attention placed on trust and personal relationships, provincial support, 
the notion of ‘less is more’ and universally friendly activities. 

THE BREAKOUT SESSIONS 

 Sustainability: Create opportunities for human interaction while increasing status and income 
through merchandise. 

 Governance: Clearly define club structures and build relationships with province based on 
mutual trust that increases overall efficiency.  

 Marketing: Increase online and offline engagement, build bonds, relationships and promote 
Freemasonry in general in order to leverage impact and reach. 

 Organising Events: Less is more, work in partnerships with groups and charities, and create 
‘friends and family’ friendly events.    

THE CHALLENGE 

 In order to improve Freemasonry for the future, NYMCs should on concentrate on being open 
and practising what we preach, enhancing the Masonic experience and introduce elements of 
modernisation.  

 

 

W Bro. Dan Thomas 

Chairman of the Five of Nine Club 
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Introduction 

In this incredible Tercentenary year for Freemasonry, we were delighted to welcome 
representatives from across the United Grand Lodge of England to the third New and Young 
Masons Clubs Conference held in Birmingham, in the Provincial Grand Lodge of Warwickshire. 

The following document contains a summary of the ideas and feedback that were discussed 
during the breakout sessions; covering the subjects of Sustainability, Governance, Organising 
Events and Marketing all of which are essential for the day to day running of an NYMC.  The ideas 
shared of positive and negative experiences will assist in guiding our decision making as we work 
towards growing our memberships, giving structure to our clubs, deciding what type of events to 
host and how we market ourselves within Freemasonry and to the wider world. 

First, we discuss the context of the day and our methods, and then critically review and provide a 
summary of each Breakout Session. Finally, we will explore new and young mason’s clubs 
(NYMCs) response to ‘The Challenge’ and offer our conclusions and any recommendations.  

 

THE CONTEXT 

The New and Young Masons Club Conference (NYMCC) 2017 was attended by 96 representatives 
of new and young mason’s clubs and reflected 33 Provincial Grand Lodges across England and 
Wales. The overarching theme of the NYMCC 2017 was ‘Building and Maintaining the Foundations’ 
and was designed to help both new and existing clubs build and develop into vibrant and exciting 
platforms for brethren from all over the country to be part of. The aim was to encourage co-
learning, collaboration, problem solving and networking, by exploring opportunities and sharing 
ideas for the development, growth and sustainability of NYMCs. Upon arrival delegates were 
issued with a number from 1-4, these numbers corresponded to the central theme of NYMCC 2017 
and the core discussion topics of Sustainability, Governance, Marketing and Organising Events.  
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The Breakout Sessions 

The Provincial Grand Master for Warwickshire and Five of Nine Club Patron, RW Bro. David F 
Macey, introduced the morning breakout sessions. 

The conference team formed the four groups, and each separately focused on a specific core topic: 

 James Tyrell of the Essex Cornerstone Club with Warwick Wakefield and Colin Bennett of the 
Five of Nine Club explored, ‘How do Clubs gain, sustain or increase their membership, what 
methods are used to enrol new members, and how can merchandise help your club stand out 
from the crowd and raise capital?’  

 Nick Turner of The Holywell Club with Sean Phillips of the Five of Nine Club analysed, ‘How do 
Clubs gain, sustain or increase their membership, what methods are used to enrol new 
members, and how can merchandise help your club stand out from the crowd and raise 
capital?’ 

 Sam Mayer of the Adair Club with Carey Burke of the Five of Nine Club reviewed, ‘How do you 
positively promote the Club within Freemasonry and to the wider public? Do you have a brand 
or image and can this help with marketing?‘ 

 Finally, Oliver Wannell of the Colonnade Club with Dan Norman and Carl Foster of the Five of 
Nine Club examined, ‘What type of events do you hold, Which have the greatest attendance, 
Have you considered taking your NYMC out into the community, How can Events build 
relationships and create shared experiences?’ 

The breakout sessions took place during the morning and the afternoon and consisted of focus 
groups, brainstorming sessions, and semi-structured interviews. Each group was encouraged to 
share their experiences; ideas, wins, what worked and what didn’t in relation to the core 
discussion topics. Once the breakout sessions concluded the conference teams then presented the 
findings back to the conference so that all could benefit from the shared ideas, solutions and better 
ways of working, 

Post-conference the NYMCC 2017 Committee gathered all notes, data from semi-structured 
interviews and feedback, and performed a thematic analysis in order to better contextualise the 
narrative and identify any emergent themes. Four principal themes of ‘trust and personal 
relationships’, ‘Provincial support’, ‘less is more’ and ‘family friendly’ have emerged from the data 
and underpin the following discussions and findings.  

We will briefly review the attitudes and thoughts of the representatives of NYMCs in relation to 
Sustainability, Governance, Marketing and Organising Events. 
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SUSTAINABILITY: MEMBERSHIP, ENROLMENT & MERCHANDISE. 

Provincial support was a key indicator of the sustainability of new and young mason’s clubs and a 
key component of success. The level of support received varied greatly from province to province, 
in the worst case, the lack of provincial support ‘clearly impacted on their motivation, morale, 
ability to drive improvements in service delivery to members and reach to potential members’.  

Alternatively, new and young mason’s clubs with strong bonds, patronage or support, and a good 
working relationship with Provincial teams have the ability to create more opportunities, grow 
faster and have a greater presence. The discussions with delegates concluded that the level of 
support received from the Province or Provincial teams is primarily dependent on levels of trust in 
the committee and the belief in the concept of new and young mason’s clubs.  

As a result, NYMCs with greater levels of provincial support appeared to reach or have a higher 
status than those without, and had greater freedom to employ a broad range of initiatives to 
increase membership and enrolment.  

Sample activities used by NYMCs with provincial support: 

 Receive details of all new initiations of qualifying members within the province from the 
Provincial team, and arrange a welcoming visit.  

 PGM sends a letter to all new and young masons to invite them to join the club. 
 Information, leaflets, certificates and/or club details to be presented at the end of the Initiation 

Ceremony. 
 Using the 2nd or 3rd rising in lodge meetings to give greetings from the club and promote club 

activity. 
 Membership certificates presented in the lodge. 
 Delivering a short statement or information about the club to brethren during the Festive 

Board. 
 Communicating with all lodge secretaries requesting information to be delivered to lodges 

during meetings. 
 A club representative in every lodge who can introduce the club. 
 Automatic enrolment. 

A member of the Provincial team works closely with the clubs to make sure they are aware of the 
relevant initiations in one scenario, while Committee members in other NYMCs use Adelphi to 
target specific areas where new and young masons have been initiated and then visit those lodges 
to introduce the club. In addition, a small number of NYMCs use the data within Adelphi to 
specifically target new potential members.  
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Only a small minority of NYMCs have access to Adelphi. Nevertheless, most clubs engage in 
various activities to increase membership by using a range of methods such as referrals, data from 
surveys, visits, and communicating directly via lodge secretaries for example. 

The above list represents a small sample of the many different methods employed by NYMCs to 
increase membership and enrolment once trust and support of Provincial teams is granted. It is 
important to note that due to the geographical spread and joining qualifications of some 
organisations they will not be able to implement some of the fore mentioned activities. 

‘…branding and Provincial support adds status to clubs’. 
 
While clubs universally agreed that a unique brand and merchandise helps to create a strong club 
identity, increases membership and are excellent promotion tools, its adoption varies in size and 
scope.  Across all the clubs which stocked and sold club merchandise, club ties, lapel pins and cuff 
links where the most popular items. The sale of merchandise not only enables NYMCs to be more 
flexible and sustainable, they also ‘have been a fantastic way of attracting attention and sparking 
conversations with potential members’.  

However, NYMCs have had differing experiences that are largely aligned to the degree of freedom, 
trust and or support they have received from their Provincial team, and have had varying 
outcomes whereby merchandise is partially sanctioned, sanctioned or unendorsed. Sanctioned 
merchandise can usually be worn at lodge meetings and events, partially sanctioned is where the 
club tie or lapel pin, for example can be worn on certain occasions, and finally, unendorsed 
merchandise refers to items that are either not supported by the club’s Provincial team or not 
worn at any masonic occasion.  

One NYMC committee member describes how he felt the lack of endorsement for the ability to 
wear club ties and lapel pins in lodge ‘…has led to the morale falling and stunted the club’s growth’. 
Similarly, another club was told to produce a tie and not allowed to wear it during lodge meetings, 
however, the committee member said,  

‘It doesn’t negatively impact the club and they are happy with 
that. The tie is used for club social events, committee 

meetings and is subtle enough for members to wear to work 
or outside of Masonic events’. 
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In addition to club ties, lapel pins and cuff-links, a number of clubs have also considered selling 
items such as key rings, t-shirts, hoodies, gloves and napkins to name but a few. However, NYMCs 
have a low appetite for risk and are taking a measured approach to merchandising, as it is 
important that a club’s surplus income is not tied up in unsellable stock. While the sale of 
merchandise greatly assists NYMCs in terms of cash flow, generating reserves or a surplus income 
to subsidise the club’s events and activities, a small number of clubs were now starting to donate 
any surplus income to charity or good causes.  

Essential to membership, enrolment and merchandise is the user/ member’s experience and the 
human touch. Best practice amongst club’s stems from the ability of individual NYMCs to target 
new members, make introductions and build relationships at a personal level. This notion has 
been taken further by some clubs who operate a buddy or mentoring scheme, or schedule an array 
of masonic educational events, as ‘there’s a huge appetite for knowledge’.  

GOVERNANCE: ROLES, STRUCTURE & PROVINCE. 

Surprisingly not many of the NYMCs had a clear distinct formal structure with clearly defined 
committee roles and responsibilities. RW Bro David F Macey highlighted the importance of this by 
saying that NYMCs ‘need a sound constitution from the very beginning’. This was demonstrated by 
the fact that older clubs with a clearly defined structure and roles tended to achieve high levels of 
participation and engagement in the club’s events. 

Of the clubs that have a constitution, the document was a procedural guide that articulates the 
club’s operational framework. Many of the larger clubs commented, that their constitutions are 
flexible in order to enable the clubs to react quickly or be amended as the need arrives. 
Constitutions are therefore always reviewed, questioned and revised through an iterative process 
that focuses on members, the club and the Province.  

Whilst in the early stages of NYMC formation committee members tend to assume multiple roles, 
nevertheless the creation specific committee roles ultimately supports the sustainability of the 
club, and collaborative teamwork was encouraged as it eases workloads. One delegate suggested 
that: 

‘…committee members need people who are keen to 
become ambassadors of the club, [because they] can’t do it 

if they’re not enthusiastic’. 
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The greatest debate and variance between NYMCs broadly relates to the definition of ‘terms’ and 
eligibility, and has an impact on the direction, purpose of the club and outlook. An oversimplified 
overview of the general question is: At what point are you not a new and young mason? Is new 
and young defined by age or masonic experience? Each club is autonomous and addresses these 
existential questions independently in accordance with the guidelines they have received from the 
Provincial team.  

As a result of the two themes, the membership criteria of NYMCs is typically defined either by ‘age’ 
or ‘experience’, meaning there are often subtle differences between the NYMCs which are 
influenced by Provincial traditions. 

Typically, each NYMC with defined roles and responsibilities had a: 

 Chairman/ President  
 Secretary 
 Treasurer 
 Individual responsible for Events 
 Individual responsible for Website and Social Media 

Alternatively, larger or more complex NYMCs had additional roles and used teams such as: 

 Deputy Chairman/ President 
 Individual responsible for Membership 
 Individual responsible for Masonic Events 
 Individual responsible for Social Events 
 Individual responsible for UGLE University Scheme 
 Individual responsible for Website and/ or Design 
 Stewards/ Volunteers 
 Club Representatives 
 Patrons/ Advocates 
 Social Media team 
 Events team 
 Membership team 

Whilst the majority of the feedback on the support from Provincial teams was positive, there was 
agreement from all clubs that ‘Province should empower them and not direct them - i.e. give 
support, counsel and provide strategic parameters but not try to run the club from a distance’. The 
widely shared view is that Province and their support is essential to enhancing NYMCs throughout 
England and Wales.  
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The extent to wish clubs received provincial support varies dramatically. Some clubs receive no 
support, as some PGM’s were not keen on the idea of NYMCs and just tolerate them. In one 
instance a PGM was openly anti-NYMCs. One delegate commented, that they ‘don’t have official 
backing from the province and are struggling to get off the ground’. 

‘…input from both Provincial and Lodge Mentors and the total 
support of Province are fundamental to the success of new 

and young mason’s clubs’. 
 

Alternatively, many PGM’s are actively promoting their NYMC amongst their province. NYMCs that 
have strong relationships with Provincial teams with high levels of trust are thriving. There is no 
common procedural link between clubs and the Provincial Rulers; however, clubs with the 
greatest success often have members of the Provincial Executive in their club executive team or 
board. Within some NYMCs, members of the Provincial team occupy positions such as 
Membership Secretary, President, Patron and Vice-President for example.  

Notably, a small number of NYMCs work in tandem and coordinate directly with Provincial officers 
to ensure they are abreast of all forthcoming Initiation Ceremonies or to disseminate messages or 
communications. Trust emerged as a consistent theme whereby many clubs were entrusted to get 
on with their role, while in contrast, other NYMCs seemed to be micromanaged by their PGMs.   

The former discussion also gave rise to a disparity across NYMCs some of which have access to 
Adelphi or data from Adelphi and those that do not. Of the clubs that were aware of Adelphi, only a 
small number had access to it and used the data to target potential candidates, event planning, and 
various other types of marketing. 

The use of the Adelphi system greatly increases effectiveness, efficiency and overall sustainability. 
However, the main reason this initiative is not supported across many provincial areas relates to 
issues of data protection. This rationale appeared to perplex many delegates who see Adelphi as a 
vital tool and were confused due to the fact NYMCs are also bound by Data Protection and Privacy 
laws, and that they predominately exist under their Provincial Grand Lodge. Nevertheless, it 
appears that NYMCs who work closely with Provincial teams are often seen as an extension of 
provincial activity and therefore have been granted some form of access. 

The overriding consensus amongst clubs was that provincial support was important, but 
interference in the day to day running of the clubs was not needed. Provincial support not only 
assists with membership, enrolment and sustainability but also enhances planning and marketing 
– it grants status and enables more effective working practices that save time and money.  
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MARKETING: SOCIAL MEDIA, BRANDING AND INTERNAL/ EXTERNAL. 

We are pleased to report that the majority of NYMCs have an online digital presence and are 
engaged in activities that reflect the modern methods of communication used by many of their 
members. Websites were seen to enable clubs to have their own distinct identity and seen as 
invaluable when it came to sharing events, recruitment, selling merchandise, sharing information 
and signposting. Of the clubs that have websites their functionality and design generally vary 
according to the skills and experience of committee members. However, the three most popular 
platforms used for its easy and simplicity were WordPress, Wix and Squarespace.  

‘…Social media allows us to quickly contact [our] members as 
well as potential members’. 

 
Although NYMCs tend to use a mixture of club websites and social media for the purposes of 
online marketing, many clubs without website have a tendency to create a specific Facebook page 
or Twitter account as an alternative. Both Facebook and Twitter were cited as excellent tools for 
engagement and increasing participation in club activities and were seen to strengthen bonds and 
ties to the club. One delegate remarked, that ‘…Facebook and Twitter is very positive and we have 
built up 500 followers on each platform. Social media allows us to quickly contact their members 
as well as potential members’. 

With regard to Facebook, clubs mentioned that not all club members ‘like’, ‘follow’ or ‘comment’ 
on their pages as they wish to remain discreet about their involvement in Freemasonry or are 
conscious of what they post online. As a result, some NYMCs have opted to create closed or 
partially closed Facebook groups, whereby the wider Facebook community cannot view club 
members’ posts. Alternatively, a few NYMCs have a public Facebook page and closed-private 
groups to discuss forthcoming events, gain and gather ideas directly from members, or operate a 
buddy system to visit lodges and events. It is important to note that the idea of creating closed 
groups was contentious for a few club representatives who felt NYMCs should be seen to open and 
non-secretive.   

While Facebook can create events, promote items or posts, share information and specifically 
target clubs’ core demographic, Twitter is rather basic in comparison but enables a different type 
of engagement that has greater access to lodges. Twitter was referred to as the main source of 
abusive posts by delegates, however, on inspection, these negative posts or comments generally 
stem from the use of particular hash tags, such as #Freemasonry #Masonic or #Masonry for 
example. These particular hash tags are often targeted by spam-bots, trolls and those who are 
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anti-masonic. However, the solution was offered that any antagonistic Twitter users could be 
blocked, whereby they cannot see your posts nor communicate with NYMCs directly or indirectly.   

Although many of the clubs had a website and used social media, some were unaware of the fact 
that when used in conjunction they were powerful cyclical drivers of engagement. For example, 
one of the larger clubs advised that they schedule a number posts to be simultaneously be shared 
on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram that often contains a link to their website. Once visitors click 
on the link and visit the website, they are then encouraged to share the item through their 
personal social networks, thus increasing the exposure of the item and encouraging people to visit 
the website. Interestingly of all the social media companies used by NYMCs Facebook is the 
preferred option.  

Managing multiple feeds and social media accounts were cited as laborious and it was mentioned 
that although one individual may be responsible for managing them, the clubs marketing generally 
benefits from a number of committee members being involved in the social media process. 
Additionally, a number of clubs choose to use scheduling applications such as Tweet Deck and 
Hootsuite to prepare posts across multiple networks simultaneously in order to plan marketing 
campaigns and save time.   

The main reason given for NYMCs not having an independent online digital presence via a website 
or social was largely due to objections from Provincial teams. The objections ultimately stemmed 
from a lack of support, belief or trust in the NYMCs as a concept or a committee, or from a desire 
to control how, when and what information is shared online. A delegate of a newly formed club 
shared his frustration when his PGM ‘explicitly told the club it could not have a website or be on 
social media because he didn’t see the point’.  

Central to marketing is the ability to get one's message across and many clubs used a combination 
of traditional methods of email to communicate with members while others also used provincial 
channels to disseminate information to lodge secretaries. A common theme amongst clubs was 
their inability to know if their messages were received or shared, especially when it came to lodge 
secretaries who may be resistant to the ideas of NYMCs.   

A number of clubs recommended the use of MailChimp, a simple free to use application for mass 
communications that can be modified to match an existing brand. MailChimp enables clubs to 
send up to 2,000 emails free of charge and design a newsletter, advert or poster, which can contain 
images, video, web-links or links to merchandise. The reason this is highlighted as a method of 
best practice, is due to MailChimp’s ability to let clubs know how many times an email has been 
opened, by who and when, what links have been clicked and the pages visited. This data enables 
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clubs to adapt messages and communications according to what works, obtain read receipts and 
target potential members in relation their engagement with the email. 

In addition, MailChimp also seemed to negate the issue that many clubs felt they were sending too 
many emails out, as MailChimp allows for a mass information that is visually pleasing or contains 
links to further information. Other forms of mass communication included WhatsApp; this 
predominately tends to be used internally between committee members with the creation of sub-
groups for differing activities. However, one club used this as the main method of communicating 
with its members. 

Although a lot of time was spent discussing online marketing for those individuals who are yet to 
establish an NYMC and smaller clubs in the start-up phase, delegates stated traditional offline 
methods and the human touch is equally as important. Collectively clubs produce posters, leaflets, 
fliers, stickers and business cards for example. Business cards are used for introductions, 
enquiries, membership cards, and one club produced a card ‘…that has the opening and closing 
ode on it, and has the Leicestershire NYMC branding’.  

A number of clubs emphasised that the ‘good old fashioned’ method of face-to-face 
communication works best for marketing by building trust and relationships. Whether committee 
members or representatives, it was proposed that clubs develop a sense of advocacy where they 
support new club members and new initiates through their Masonic journey. This approach 
appears to strengthen trust, bonds and engagement, and positively impacts on the enrolment, 
retention and boosts attendance at events.                                                                                                                                                               

ORGANISING EVENTS: MASONIC, SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY. 

The majority of established NYMCs predominately promoted social and Masonic events, while a 
smaller number of clubs also ran events for good causes. Many clubs use applications such as 
Survey Monkey to conduct surveys and questionnaires in order to ensure they are engaging and 
listening to their member’s wants and needs.  

Surveys have proven to be a useful tool for planning events, however, they can throw up anomalies 
as experienced by a number of clubs, for example, members who responded to a survey in two 
provinces suggested that ‘members want more educational masonic events, but contrary to that 
have found that it’s the social events that are better attended’. 

‘…when it comes to events, less is more’. 
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The question of what type and how often to hold events is of uttermost importance to NYMCs. It 
emerged that club representatives felt a good balance of social and Masonic events were needed, 
but in terms of frequency ‘less is more’. Many NYMCs mentioned that the associated costs of 
organising, marketing and sourcing a viable location for more than one monthly event can be 
challenging, and favoured fewer events.  

The location is important as travelling can become an issue for the clubs members, and is a source 
of concern for clubs when they are organising events within provinces with large geographical 
areas.  As a result, a number of clubs avoid spreading themselves thin and having too many events 
that yield a low turnout, and focus on maximizing attendance and participation at specific events. 
A poll in Lincolnshire found that 84% of surveyed members wanted quarterly events.  

The NYMCs in attendance shared numerous ideas for events with other delegates, there are too 
many to list in full detail, however, there is a brief sample of popular events below: 

BBQ, BOWLING, CURRY NIGHTS, EDUCATIONAL, SOCIAL, 
COMMUNITY, SPORTS, BREWERY TOURS, PAINT-BALLING, 

MASONIC EDUCATION, CHARITY, BREAKFAST/ LUNCH CLUBS 
WITH GUEST SPEAKERS, HIGH PRICE AND HIGH VALUE 
ASPIRATIONAL EVENTS, INTER-LODGE VISITING, INTER-
CLUB VISITING, HISTORICAL TOURS AND VISITS, FAMILY 

TRIPS, PUB NIGHTS, ANNUAL DINNER/ EVENT, SEMINARS. 
 

‘…we always teach ‘family comes first’, we should live up to 
that by being inclusive of members who have families’. 

 
While the main emphasis is on organising social and Masonic events, just as much attention 
should be paid to non-members and especially to friends and family of club members. This is 
beneficial as it enables clubs to offer a wider array of events to differing audiences, ages and 
interests. In addition, occasionally appealing to a wider demographic reduces the likelihood of the 
NYMC turning into a simple drinking club, an apparent fear for a lot of clubs. Moreover, it was 
suggested that NYMCs should be practising the values they preach and generally have a greater 
orientation towards family and friends.  
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This coincides with the belief that NYMCs predominately see themselves as being engaged in 
activities to assist retention and recruitment in their province by exploring and representing the 
social side of Freemasonry. As a result, a number of NYMCs have used social events to invite or 
promote Freemasonry to potential candidates. The informal social settings of NYMCs events 
amongst peers and like-minded people provide a really good opportunity for proposers, lodges 
and candidates to introduce individuals into Freemasonry, and has resulted in members joining 
the Craft.   

A lot of NYMCs cater for those newly made Brothers often by organising lectures and seminars on 
differing aspects of Masonic education, traditions, etiquette and in some cases by offering 
a ’buddy’ scheme. An example of best practice is demonstrated by a number of NYMCs who 
promote lodge meetings as events to their members in order to welcome Entered Apprentices, 
present membership certificates or to simply show support or encourage visiting. A few clubs 
have also stated that they arrange rehearsals with club members and provide demonstration 
across their province, and one NYMC is specifically working toward becoming a Lodge of 
Instruction.  

NYMC events can broadly be separated into three categories: 

 Member only events, 
 Open to Freemasons (members and non-members), and 
 Open to partners and guests, friends and family.  

When it came to discussing the planning of social, Masonic and community events, the last-minute 
confirmation of attendance or ‘sign-up’ was a shared problem amongst NYMCs. Although clubs 
attempt to be as accommodating as possible and may cherish the income and greater participation 
from members, the impact of incorporating ‘…last minute sign-ups can cause issues’. These issues 
usually relate to the increased pressure on workloads, time, resources, established plans, et cetera 
and often have unintended consequences that can impact on costs, relationships and stress levels.  

In an attempt to change the behaviour of members some clubs actively promote discounts or 
‘early bird’ offers in order to encourage their members to book early and attend events, and or 
some target and promote events or the event closing date near payday. Consequently, these clubs 
have reported an increase in attendance and believe ‘early bird discounted tickets are a success’. 
Although NYMCs are mindful of the cost their members incur to attend the events, one or two of 
the large clubs suggested that it is prudent to have at least one exclusive high price and value 
event, as it grants the club and its members prestige and status, whilst meeting the aspirational 
needs of club members. As one delegate stated, ‘Don't be afraid to charge your members for a 
decent event’. 
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After considering the ability of newer, smaller or NYMCs with large provincial areas to organise 
events, the delegates proposed a number of items to help increase the impact of their events. 
These included: joining and working collaboratively with other non-masonic organisations, 
charities or community groups. Secondly, working collaboratively and arranging events or 
activities with neighbouring NYMCs and regional UGLE University Schemes. Finally, working 
closely with the Provincial communication and or events teams in order to cross-promote and co-
design events.  
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The Challenge 

INTRODUCTION 

RW Bro. Gareth Jones, Provincial Grand Master for South Wales and Colonnade Club Patron issued 
the delegates with a challenge, the challenge was to imagine and discuss the improvement of 
Freemasonry for the future. From the outset, he acknowledged that NYMCs and University Schemes 
are changing the general perception of Freemasonry, and that Freemasonry is in decline although 
‘that this is not the cause of a problem but is symptomatic of a general quality issue’. A series of 
questions were then posed to NYMCs and tackled within the framework or premise that 
improving quality will in increase quantity:  

 How do we, as clubs meet social needs Masonically? 
 How do we address issues of quality, image and education? 
 How do we increase engagement with the wider community? 
 How do we treat new and joining members? 

IMPROVING MASONRY FOR THE FUTURE 

The general feedback from all four groups largely fell into three distinct themes of ‘being open and 
practising what we preach’, ‘enhancing the Masonic experience’ and ‘elements of modernisation’. It 
was clearly felt that NYMCs should lead by example and that they have an important ‘…role to play 
in educating and encouraging strong masonic principles within their members’.  

In order to achieve this, it was suggested that greater emphasis should be placed on better 
training and mentoring, and its status should be elevated. A number of NYMCs felt that ‘…quality 
mentoring could be delivered through effective training that is rooted to the youth of the 
organisation’. As a result, establishing a connection between NYMCs could enhance the Masonic 
experience, improve retention of masons and improve masonry for the future. Additionally, 
greater emphasis on training and mentoring may meet the wants of new and young masons, and 
meet their desire to learn.  

It was felt the challenge could be met by being open and not too secretive, and not being afraid to 
say we are Freemasons and that we are proud. Delegates believe that this will somewhat help 
Freemasonry shed its old identity and address the need to break down barriers. One delegate 
responded that there were ‘…too many misconceptions, as we are afraid to say who we are and 
what we do’. A large number of delegates felt the Sky One documentary ‘Inside the Freemasons’ 
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helped dispel a number of myths, opened Freemasonry up to wider audiences and helped them to 
be more open about their masonry.  

In addition to becoming increasingly vocal about one's individual passion and relationship with 
Freemasonry, NYMCs felt that we should discuss the impact it has had on our lives and emphasise 
the more personal side. Although masons generally tend to promote the work they do for larger 
charities, NYMCs felt they could become more actively involved with local community groups and 
charities in order to promote our values, build trust and relationships. This would result in NYMCs 
adhering to and promoting Masonic values, but also generating good talking points to be shared 
with the wider community. 

The representatives of NYMCs questioned all aspects of an individual’s Masonic journey, and 
ultimately felt there were a number of touch points on the journey where the Masonic experience 
could be enhanced or value created in order to increase quality. Delegates questioned whether or 
not potential candidates and initiates receive enough quality information before joining? Do 
lodges have enough younger members that propose candidates, and do they even know what they 
are supposed to do? Many clubs believe that from the initial meeting of potential candidates’ the 
Masonic experience could be improved, and this could be as simple as holding the meeting ‘…in a 
nice bar or local pub that is a friendly and inviting atmosphere’. 

With regard to the specific question of what can NYMCs do to help achieve to improve 
Freemasonry for the future, it was also suggested that clubs should have direct contact with lodges 
in order to operate a buddy scheme so that younger Brethren do not feel out of place if they are 
not amongst their peers.  This would enable NYMCs to connect with younger members and create 
a safety net. This rationale stemmed from the clubs’ viewpoint that quality candidates are being 
introduced to lodges, and questioned whether ‘the right people are in the wrong lodge’. One club 
representative suggested that Province should create a transfer system or develop a process 
whereby it is easier younger Brethren to be removed and placed in a more age appropriate lodge if 
necessary.  

NYMCs acknowledged that they have an important role in improving the quality of masonry 
within their respective provinces, however, it was stated that ‘…we can't do this effectively without 
the support of PGMs and their Executives’. As it was unanimously agreed that support from the 
Provincial teams and lodges would be essential for any new initiatives to work and vital to the 
overall success of the club. This notion also applied to the changes required to deal with issues of 
modernisation.  
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In order to improve Freemasonry for the future, it was also suggested that it should accommodate 
and reflect the lives of young professionals, as Freemasonry tends to be favour older wealthier 
retirees. A number of suggestions were made but the two most salient were: 

 

Lodge starting times 

It was mentioned that lodge meeting times often result in younger Brethren having to take time off 
work or use allotted holiday-days in order to attend lodge meetings as a result of start times. This 
can work against those with young families, lower pay or those at the start of their careers. It was 
suggested that some lodges could meet later in the evening, or take advantage of weekend mornings 
and afternoons.  

Methods of payment 

A large number of NYMC representatives stated that Provincial payment systems no longer 
reflected modern individual lifestyles and that cheques were antiquated. They suggested that the 
Brethren should be able to pay electronically via bank transfer, or debit or credit card payments, 
and or arrange payments via direct debit.  

While it is difficult to capture all of the wide-ranging views expressed by delegates of the NYMCC 
2017, the above seeks to provide an overview of the key discussions that had been feedback to the 
wider conference.  
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Conclusions 

Our keynote speaker was none other than the Deputy Grand Master RW Bro Jonathan Spence. We 
heard from him how the NYMC movement has the full support of Grand Lodge and the Rulers of 
our Fraternity, that we are valued and we are encouraged to seek support from our Provinces. We 
should not be afraid to liaise with and take guidance from our UGLE Liaison RW Bro Gareth Jones 
PGM South Wales; he is there to help you and movement as a whole. 

As NYMC’s progress we have seen the creation and launch of the NYMC Forum which aims to bring 
together the ‘light blue’ and young Mason’s clubs from around the UK to share ideas and best 
practice, we encourage you all to go online and get involved. Working together we can achieve so 
much more. 

Upon reflection of NYMCC 2017 the key themes of ‘trust and personal relationships’, ‘Provincial 
support’, ‘less is more’ and ‘family friendly’ were intertwined through the discussions. In addition, 
central to NYMCs and to improving Freemasonry for the future is the enhancement of the Masonic 
experience.  

We are buoyed and take encouragement from NYMCs that attended the conference and the 
plethora of ideas and practices which ensued, the real strength of the conference came from the 
participation and interaction of delegates which enabled co-learning, collaboration and problem-
solving. 

Finally, can we thank all of the brethren who assisted us at the conference and thank you all again 
for joining us and for getting so involved, we look forward to strengthening relationships as the 
year progresses and meeting again in Cardiff for NYMCC 2018! 
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Key Considerations 

1. SUSTAINABILITY 

1.1 As a minimum membership packs should/could include: Welcome letter from PGM or 
Chairman, Membership Certificate, Membership Card, Club Tie, Club Lapel. 

1.2 Offering a ‘buddy-system’ for new club members or initiates, and or creating opportunities for 
human-interaction may increase retention and participation. 

1.3 Merchandise and branding increases the status of NYMCs and adds a sense of identity, 
supports self-sustainability and generates a surplus income. 

2. GOVERNANCE 

2.1 Clubs with clearly defined structures, roles and responsibilities, with the addition of a flexible 
constitutional framework tend to perform better than those that do not. 

2.2 Strive to build better relationships with province based on mutual trust; the inclusion of the 
Provincial Executive on the board or other various positions within the club may add value. 

2.3 Agreed access to or partial data from Adelphi data increases planning, marketing and overall 
effectiveness of NYMCs. 

3. MARKETING 

3.1 Use technology to increase online engagement and share messages. Social Media is a cyclical 
driver of online and offline engagement and should encourage interaction amongst members.  

3.2 It is essential to build bonds and relationships with new members face-to-face to strengthen 
ties and increase participation. 

3.3 Clubs are encouraged to work in partnerships with other local charities or community groups 
in order promote the positive values of Freemasonry in general.  

4. ORGANISING EVENTS 

4.1 When planning events less is more, and although the price-point is important, club should not 
be afraid of planning quality events. 

4.2 Clubs with large geographical areas are encouraged to work in partnerships with other 
NYMCs; the Provincial office, charities or community groups in order increase their reach. 

4.3 Greater emphasis should be placed on providing ‘friends and family’ friendly events, in order 
to practice what preach and as a gateway into the Craft.   
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Contact Information 

Five of Nine Club 
Provincial Grand Lodge of Warwickshire 
Yenton Assembly Rooms, 
73-75 Gravelly Hill North, 
Birmingham B23 6BJ 
E info@fiveofnineclub.org.uk  
E nymcc2017@fiveofnineclub.org.uk 
T @fiveofnineclub 
www.fiveofnineclub.org.uk 

 

This report has been prepared by Carey Burke – Five of Nine Club. 

Special Thanks to:  

Daniel Thomas, Sean Phillips, Dan Norman, Warwick Wakefield, Carl Foster, David Thompson, Colin 
Bennett - Five of Nine Club. 

Oliver Wannell – The Colonnade Club. 

James Tyrrell – Essex Cornerstone Club. 

Sam Mayer – The Adair Club. 

Nick Turner – The Holywell Club. 

 


